Picosecond dynamics of T and R forms of aspartate transcarbamylase: a neutron scattering study.
E. coli aspartate transcarbamylase (ATCase) is a 310 kDa allosteric enzyme which catalyses the first committed step in pyrimidine biosynthesis. The binding of its substrates, carbamylphosphate and aspartate, induces significant conformational changes. This enzyme shows homotropic cooperative interactions between the catalytic sites for the binding of aspartate. This property is explained by a quaternary structure transition from T state (aspartate low affinity) to R state (aspartate high affinity) accompanied by a 5% increase of radius of gyration of ATCase. The same quaternary structure change is observed upon binding of the bisubstrate analogue PALA (N-(phosphonacetyl)-L-aspartate. Owing to the large incoherent neutron scattering cross-section of the hydrogen atom and the abundance of this element in proteins, inelastic neutron scattering gives a global view of protein dynamics as sensed via the individual motions of its hydrogen atoms. We present neutron scattering results of the local dynamics (few angstroms), at short time (few tens of picoseconds), of ATCase in T and R forms. Compared to the T form, we observe an increased mobility of the protein in the R form that we associate to an increase of accessible surface area to the solvent. Beyond this specific result, this highlights the key role of the accessible surface area (ASA) in dynamic contribution to inelastic neutron data in the picosecond time scale. In particular, we want to stress out (i) that a difference at the picosecond time scale does not allow to conclude to a difference in the dynamics at a longer time scale and to address whether the T state is looser than the R state (ii) how challenging is, any comparison in terms of general dynamics (tense or relaxed) between dynamic values deduced from experimental neutron data on proteins with different sequences and therefore ASA. This caveat holds particularly when comparing dynamics of a mesophile with the corresponding extremophile.